This book should be recommended to a variety of audiences. Besides those who are interested in the history of tropical medicine in Brazil, anyone concerned with the social study of science, with the international dimensions of research ventures, with the politics of health campaigns, and with the relationship between universal principles and historical contingencies, as well as with another exemplary tale of the interaction between bugs, people, science, the state, and yet other social actors, will find compelling reflections, insights and formulations in Löwy\'s account. Löwy\'s approach to yellow fever in Brazil combines layers of understanding and lines of enquiry that are usually separated, like science studies and the social history of medicine. Moreover, the author uses a variety of sources that include the extensive Brazilian historiography on tropical medicine---one that, because it is mostly published in Portuguese, is less widely known (unfortunately, there are a number of spelling mistakes in the quotations). By studying how these fields interlink and overlap, the author creates an original perspective on the subject. In her words, "campaigns against yellow fever in Brazil were fashioned by the complex interactions between the knowledge and practices produced in laboratories by bacteriologists and virologists and those developed in the field by epidemiologists and public health experts, as well as by multiple interactions with the social, cultural and political environment of those practices" (p. 42). In other words there is no single "yellow fever" entity throughout time and place, nor is it appropriate to build a history of medicine based on stable scientific revelations regarding the etiology of the disease, its morbid forms, modes of transmission, therapeutics or public health strategies. Instead, the author notes, there are several entities and meanings involved in the perception and action upon yellow fever in Brazil, as there are several "Brazils" at once and through time.

Accounting for that complexity is no simple task. If juggling with multiple realities and multiple meanings is a familiar procedure in science studies, it is less so in the history of medicine---whether in conventional histories of diseases, or in works that look into the links between tropical medicine and colonialism. Löwy\'s affinity with both approaches allows her some degree of success in a work that accounts for the interactions between international and local actors---which are not, in Brazil\'s case, about colonialism as we know it, nor just about centres and peripheries---and between health policies, biomedical developments and sanitation---which are not just about regulating the social body. Rather than associated with colonialism, the developments of tropical medicine in Brazil are at the core of nation-building; however, as in colonial settings, the body of the nation is fractured and asymmetries are displayed, perceived and approached in a singular way, one that deserves the dense description Löwy provides. We come to know the missions of the Pasteur Institute to Rio and the discussions on the role of the mosquito; the urban sanitation campaigns led by Pasteur Institute-trained Oswaldo Cruz; the missions of the Rockefeller foundation in Brazil and their role in the anti-mosquito campaigns; the accounts of yellow fever, particularly those concerning the higher incidence among European migrants; the impact of those accounts on further biomedical developments; the involvement of the sanitary association in a project of eradication; the interweaving between medical development, national politics and ideologies of modernity.

Though hard to surpass, this work provides inspiration for further research into the connections between science, culture, politics, history, structure and agency.
